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Prepare to embark on a spine-chilling journey filled with intriguing stories of shape

shifters, ghosts, and brave spirited women. This unique collection explores the

supernatural realm, weaving folklore, legends, and real-life experiences into a

tapestry of haunting tales that will keep you on the edge of your seat and leave

you questioning the boundaries of our reality.

1. Shape Shifters Unveiled:

Have you ever wondered about creatures that possess the ability to change their

physical form at will? This section reveals captivating stories featuring shape

shifters from various cultures and mythologies. From werewolves and skinwalkers

to the mesmerizing folklore of fox spirits, prepare to be enthralled by their

uncanny abilities to transform and the mysteries that surround them.
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2. Ghostly Encounters:

Step into the realm of the supernatural as we dive into ghostly encounters, where

restless spirits roam the earthly plane. Explore chilling tales of haunted houses,
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ghostly apparitions, and spectral phenomena that will send shivers down your

spine. Discover the history behind these haunted locations and the paranormal

events that have left indelible marks on those who have experienced them.

3. Spirited Women Through the Ages:

Uncover the stories of extraordinary women who defied societal norms and

expectations, leaving their indomitable mark on history. From courageous warriors

and fierce revolutionaries to influential leaders and elusive enchantresses, these

spirited women have captivated the world with their strength, resilience, and

mysterious abilities. Enter their intriguing world and be inspired by their

remarkable journeys.

4. Folklore and Legends:

Delve into the rich world of folklore and legends as we explore the tales passed

down through generations. Discover the hidden meanings behind popular myths

and legends, and the cultural significance they hold. From ancient civilizations to

modern-day folklore, these stories have shaped our perception of the

supernatural and continue to captivate our imaginations.

5. Real-Life Encounters:

Prepare to be amazed and bewildered as we share true stories of real-life

encounters with the supernatural. Explore first-hand accounts from individuals

who have experienced unexplained phenomena, encounters with shape shifters,

and ghostly apparitions. These chilling tales will leave you questioning the

boundaries of our reality and the existence of a hidden world beyond our

comprehension.

:



The world of shape shifters, ghosts, and spirited women is a captivating realm

filled with mysteries, intrigue, and wonder. Whether you are a skeptic or a

believer, these tales will undoubtedly make you ponder the unexplained and ignite

your imagination. So, grab a cozy blanket, dim the lights, and embark on a

haunting adventure with these mesmerizing stories that will leave you bewitched,

enthralled, and craving for more.
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“Giovanna undid her cloak, and it slipped to the ground. The sun was coming up

over the edge of the sea, and the light caught the rubies around Giovanna’s throat

and set them on fire. Rafael could not take his eyes from those flaming stones.

Giovanna reached behind her head to undo the clasp that held the rubies.”

Janice M. Del Negro’s unique storyteller’s voice enlivens this collection of eight

original tales about strong, resolute females. Whether she’s spinning a story

about a brave housekeeper who does not suffer fools gladly or a woman who

uses her wits to avenge her sister’s death, she embroiders her tales with elegant
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language and vivid imagery. There are characters and settings that will chill the

bones, from the skulls in a moonlit mausoleum to the apparition of a wealthy

woman “in a cyclone of light and fog” to three cauldrons filled with hair, bones,

and blood. Mysterious shape-shifters and ghostly figures appear, but the women

here handle them with grace and conviction. Acting to achieve justice and

fairness, these characters become heroines in the landscape of the imagination.

An author’s note is included.
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